assemb ly cnt’d
Align the interior center of the short side panel end with the interior center
of the long of the main panel end. Pin/Clip in place. Pin/Clip around the
remaining perimeter of the bottom and two edges of the side panel.
Repeat for the second side panel. The top edges will be exposed. Stitch
together with a scant 1/4” seam.
Attach binding to the exposed raw edges that you just stitched together.
The two top edges of the side panels will still be raw edge.
Once both side panels are attached and bound on three edges, attach
binding around the top perimeter of the bag.
Take one strap and center the end over the FIFTH triangle from the left.
Place the opposite end of the strap over the FIFTH triangle from the right.
Determine how much length you want for the strap, and adjust the height
of the strap placement to allow for your preferred drop length. Pin and/or
clip in place. Topstitch the bag ends securely. Repeat for the second strap.
(See Fig. C)
Enjoy!!
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Fig. C

Share your finished bag on
social media:

#triangletotepattern
Follow Sarah on Instagram...
@sariditty

assemb ly cnt’d

m a t e ria ls
Two packs each of Me+You precut triangles
OR 1 yard of R4587 Prism
44“x48” Bosal In-R-Form Foam Stabilizer or similar.
1/4 yard R4589 Tidepool for exterior side panels.
1 1/2 yards R4586 Pink Lemonade for interior lining.
1/2 yard R4586 Denim for straps.
1/2 yard R4586 Denim for binding.
3” x 30” batting for straps.

c utting
Please read entire pattern before
beginning. All seam allowances are 1/4”
unless otherwise noted. Press seams
open. The template at right can be
used if you do not have the precut
Me+You triangles or wish to use
your own fabric.
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a s s e m b ly
Using the photo of the quilted panel at right as
a guide, layout the 156 triangles in color
arrangement matching or similar to the panel
pictured. If using the precut Me+You triangles,
the two white triangles and two palest grey
triangles will not be utilized.
Take note: the quilted panel has already been
trimmed, removing half of the triangles along
each long side. You will trim the sides later.
Join triangles by placing RST (right sides
together) and stitching along the edge.

Press seam before joining next triangle to complete the
strip. Repeat with all 12 strips.
Once all strips are pieced and pressed, sew them
together. Pin or clip at each point match-up to
guarantee proper triangle alignment. Press well.
Layer with the Bosal In-R-Form Foam Stabilizer
and interior lining fabric. Quilt as desired. Trim
uneven panel sides so panel measures
approximately 38.5” x 27”. Set aside.
Layer the side panel fabric with Bosal In-R-Form and
interior fabric. Quilt as desired. Cut two panel pieces
measuring 6 1/2” x 16”. Set aside.
To make the straps, cut two pieces 4” x 30”. Cut
triangle tote template
two strips of batting measuring 1 3/8” x 29”. Fold
in WST (wrong sides together) the long sides of
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each strap fabric 1/2” and press. Fold straps
WST in half and press creating a center seam.
Place one batting strip inside each folded strap
piece. Wrap the 1/2” pressed edge over the
batting. Fold in WST the short ends of the strap
pieces 1/2”. Press. (See Fig. A)
Fold the strap in half length wise. Press. Pin or clip
the open length together.
Stitch around the perimeter of the strap with a
scant 1/4” seam. (See Fig. B)
Fig. A

Cut
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Fig. B

